
bundle structure by distinct visualization… 
… which components does the "overall laboratory report" contain or could contain? ...

Answer Martina:
For medical staff an 
explaination of the 
„Composition as graphical 
visualization“ could help.
Something like this, 
but with more details …

Observation(s)

…

Adminstrative Data

Result

Interpretation

Laboratory Report

1..*

Code 1..1

Specimen 0..1

…

… for medical staff. please clarify
Are you asking for an additional descriptive page ?



Answer Martina:

Table of content (toc) should be 
displayed at least by grouping the 
artifacts:
What is concept map
What is logical model
What is FRI-Structure

As it is now (screenshot left) it is too 
difficult to find the orientation 

The ToC is automatically produced by the publisher, it is just a list of 
artefacts . Or are you talking about the grouping in the artifacts page ?



Concept-map-table should explain functional medical usage of elements. (we do that in our Art-Decor information model, the 
data elements include description of how and for what medical elements are to be used)
not clear this point .. concept map gives mapping between concepts; logical models describes the model elements ... 
could you clarify ?

In this view
https://build.fhir.org/ig/hl7-eu/laboratory/ConceptMap-result2FHIR-eu-lab.html -

Answer Martina:

Observation.code: Each laboratory service/laboratory test 
is assigned a binding LOINC® code. If possible, the 
laboratory examination should be precisely specified with 
the LOINC® code so that additional specifications can be 
dispensed with.

Observation.method: The LOINC® code already implies an 
examination method via the LOINC® axis METHOD, provided that 
the Part-METHOD contains a value. As an exception, the 
supplementary specification method can be added in relation to 
the LOINC®-specified laboratory test if the value for the LOINC® 
axis METHOD is not sufficiently specific or does not exist at all. 

Description and rules for usage of data,
functional concept, here just as examples:



What are the unmapped concepts ?

Twice specimen -> result

Result: with no specimen

Answer Martina: 
this is an example for unmapped und not clearly 
mapped


